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Editorial 
This month’s article features a major home-grown tourist attraction in the 
Western Cape in the form of a 7¼” gauge railway, the motive power of 
which is mostly live steam locomotives. Sadly, the opening of the railway 
coincided with the incidence of the Covid 19 virus which resulted in the 
operation being closed for four months soon after opening. However, the 
time was not wasted as further development of the property took place 
and also additions were made to the motive power.  
In the event you are ever in the Western Cape area, a visit to the railway 
is a must. 
Andries Keyser, who conceived and built the Winelands Light Railway is 

a talented young man. His first locomotive, a 1/3 scale Lawley with 

modified Walschearts valvegear was started when he was 19 and 

completed by the age of 24.  In 2017 and using that loco, Andries led a 

team from the Pietermaritzburg Model Engineering Society which 

comprehensively broke the world record for the distance travelled by a 

miniature coal fired steam loco covering 330 km in 24 hours, upping the 

previous record by 60km. The latest achievement is building the 750m 

long Winelands Light Railway www.winelandslightrail.co.za  located near 

Stellenbosch, about 50kms from Cape Town in the Western Cape. This 

railway builds on the experiences gained from a broadly similar 

operation at Piggly Wiggly (also Andries’ handiwork) opposite the 

Mandela capture monument site in the KwaZulu Natal Midlands. 
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Plate on the Lawley 
The Winelands Light Railway 
The Winelands site was obtained in 2018 and building operations 
commenced in August that year. The first paying members of the public 
were hauled in December 2019.  
Andries was fortunate that the chosen site was relatively level and 
already had an established infrastructure, being a nursery for 
propagating trees. Parking areas were already demarcated and shade 
trees were already well established having been planted 10 or 12 years 
ago. 
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Photo taken during construction. Parking area on right behind palm 
trees. Photo WLR. 
Some minor tree replanting had to be undertaken to accommodate the 
track plan along with a small amount of site contouring. This involved 
making a cut for a tunnel and using the compacted spoils for fill to raise 
the level of the track in the station and surrounding area, in the process 
maintaining a level track plan throughout. 
Track 
The rail comprises 30mm x 12mm steel bar rolled before installation and 
incorporating ingenious expansion joints, thus providing a smooth level 
track. This is welded to steel spacers and then secured to recycled 
plastic sleepers.  
In addition to the 30meter curved tunnel which is useful for storage, the 
line features two 40’ shipping containers with a combined 72 meters of 
storage track, all full. Twin girder bridges span a small pond. These were 
built on site as indeed was the entire operation including the station 
which is a work of art. 
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Track - 30mmx12mm steel bar with ingenious expansion joints 

 
SR & RL no 34 Prairie in the stunning custom built station. Photo 
WLR. 
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Bridges over the pond. Photo WLR 
In addition to the 30meter curved tunnel which is useful for storage, the 
line features two bridges to accommodate the two tracks. These were 
built on site as indeed was the entire operation including the station 
which is a work of art. 

 

Aerial view of WLR. Photo courtesy Eugene Dippenaar 
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Darjeeling Garratt and Lawley 

 
NGG13 
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Baldwin emerging from one of the tunnels 

 
SR&RL Prairie. Note stub point. 
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Originally, motive power comprised the Lawley, a UVE2 cane locomotive 
built by Hannes Paling and a diesel outline battery electric. 
By the time the railway opened the sheds had filled up with locomotives 
from friends of Andries who wanted to join the fun. Thanks to Charles 
Viljoen the line has ended up with 5 more steam locos: a Darjeeling 
Garratt, a NGG13, a Sandy River and Rangely Lakes Prairie no 14, a 
model of a Baldwin 2-6-0 which used to run on the Cape Government 
Hopefield line and another Lawley. The Auto Truck built by John Sharpe 
and a Baldwin Forney also now make up the main hauling power at 
WLR. 
Three other privately owned petrol driven locomotives are housed at the 
track. These are run by their owners on special occasions. Andries is 
having to deal with the “nightmare” of building more storage as an 
increasing number of requests to house locomotives are being received. 
Rolling Stock   
Rolling stock, mostly Andries built, comprises mainly models of B 
wagons (10), a ST timber wagon, an OY (fruit wagon), flatbed and 3 
passenger coaches NG 101, NG 102 and NG 103.  Two B wagons and 
the OY were built by Hannes Paling.     
The bogies are all standard and interchangeable, an in-house design 
with many years of fine tuning. Running on greased ball bearings with 
primary and secondary suspension, they provide a smooth ride with 
excellent stability for oversized passengers.  

 
John Sharp built Auto truck 
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The WLR operation was unfortunately locked down at a time when it was 
just building up a head of steam (sorry). However, the time was not 
completely lost as work continued on developing the railway and an 
associated museum also located on the property. 

  
Just completed line to the new steaming bay between the two 
storage containers. There are supposed to be two bays but a 
countrywide shortage of steel is holding up the build. Photo WLR. 

At present the museum features mostly agricultural equipment, mainly 
tractors. However, the plan is to incorporate model railway items as well. 
The display cabinets for the locomotives and rolling stock are already on 
site.  

 

Aerial view of station building. Photo Eugene Dippenaar 
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Charles Viljoen driving his magnificent 15AR which was completed 
in 2011 but has only run about 3 times since. 

 

To finish off, something to make your mouth water. Photo WLR 
John Sharp left, Charles Viljoen middle and Andries Keyser right. 
The end  


